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It’s getting close to the time for Microsoft to abandon Windows XP.  End of life is 
set for April 8th.  That doesn’t mean that XP will quit working.  I just means that 
Microsoft will no longer support it.  There will be no more service packs or secu-
rity updates.  No support at all from MS.  This leaves the operating system fair 
game for all the hackers out there.  There may be some third party companies that 
will continue to offer virus protection, the general opinion, from the techs that I 
deal with, is that without support from MS the protection won’t be up to what it 
should be.   
It probably won’t be safe to take XP on line after April as the hackers will be writ-
ing viruses at top speed now that security has all but disappeared.  At least that 
seems to be the general consensus.  So as hard as it is to say goodbye to an old 
friend, if you are still using XP, GET OVER IT.  The cost of upgrading your old XP 
machine, assuming it can be upgraded, would be half the price of a new machine or 
more.   
There is a new computer in your future or at least there should. 
 
On a lighter note, it’s also getting close to our get-together March 4th.  Be sure to 
register and get your tickets by Feb 14th.  Sign up at the general meeting in Feb. or 
come in to the office.  Remember the tickets are free to members. The March 4th 
attendance is by ticket only.  We do ask that if you are signed up and find you can’t 
make it, please let us know so we can tell the caterer how many will attend. 
The presentation at the Feb. meeting will be on email.  If you use email, and who 

doesn’t, it should be helpful. 

See you there. 

 

  

Ron  

 

Charlotte County 
Computer Group 

2280 Aaron Street 
Port Charlotte, FL 33952 

Phone: 941-295-7672 
941-625-4175  x244  

E-mail: office@cccgc.net 
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50/50 Winner 
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Hoyt Haney not only won a door prize, 
but also was lucky enough to win the cash.  
Some people have all the good luck.  Bet-
ter luck next time to other ticket holders. 

 

 Door Prize Winners 

Left to Right 

Thomas Erhardt — Acronis 2014 

Wanda Bain 

Alvin Rego 

Hoyt Haney 

Harold Howard 

Charles Wright 

 

 

Jim Bridges had the winning ticket for the com-
puter.  Jim said he really didn't need another 
one but was happy to win it.   For those that 
purchased a ticket, good luck next time and 

thank you for participating.    
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  Program High-Lights 

The Executive Board and Members of 
CCCGC welcome each of you to the group.  
We’re Here To Help. Membership Has Its 
Privileges. 
If you have any questions, concerns or need 
computer help, please contact us at the office. 
We will endeavor to help you any way we can. 

WELCOME New Members 

Don Smith  Diane Pease  George Weston 
MaryLou Rosanske Rand Marsh  Terrance Little 
John Link  Kay Link  Judith Little 
John Young  Carolyn Young  Linda Tugman 
Randall Boyer  Neil O’Connor  Stella Gann  
Marjorie Moser  Mary Rudnik  David Traylor 
Robert Rancourt Gloria Rancourt Joseph Scioli 
Barbara Pierce  William Beauchene 
Dorene Webster Russell Tanner 
Bertram Ellis  Jan Wells 
Arlene Wells  Bruce Pierce 
Joseph Marine  Alfred Rozanski 
Ray Kelly  Dorothy Clark 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Gene and Linda Barlow came back to Florida to enjoy the 
great weather and to give us an update on the 2014 Acronis 
Program.  This program has been a very important part of 
computering for many of our members. 
There is file back up, online backup (cloud storage), clone 
back up and finally image back up.  An image backup is the 
best way to avoid a disaster.   Remember, if you don't have 
an image back up, every program that was added since you 
purchased the machine doesn't exist if you use the recovery 
discs for the computer.  The other issue is that you now 
need to bring your software updates back into the comput-
er which can be many and very time consuming.  Lets also 
mention that the product keys for those programs are not 
in the computer so they need to be reentered.  File backups 
are ok for specific reasons but remember you need the pro-
gram that created it to be able to read the files.  When you 
have an image back up, and hopefully you do this often, you 

don't have to waste much time reestablishing the computer. 
The best change in 2014 is that you can tell the software to 
back up your computer at a specific time every day, or 
week, or month and only keep three full copies on your 
external hard drive.   This is one of the best ways to keep  
important pictures, files and other data.  Purchase this pro-
gram at a great discount for user group members. 
If you have any questions about how to use the program just 
ask us we will be happy to help. 

 

Lydia 
 
At December’s board meeting Harold was presented a cer-
tificate to recognize all of his hard work and accomplish-
ments as President these past two and half years.  He is now 
looking forward to doing some of the fun stuff for the Com-
puter Club, and of course some fun stuff for himself. 
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Dick Evans will be presenting this month’s program on eMail.  He will show us how to 

do the following tasks on email. 

send to, cc, bcc 

sending to a group 

changing fonts 

including link to web page 

including signature 

a aching a document 

a aching a picture 

receiving and downloading a achments 

blocking 

spam 

delivery errors 

If any of these email procedures are giving you a problem, be sure to a end this month’s mee ng. 

 

 

Charlotte County Computer 
Group 

Information: (941) 295-7672 

(941) 625-4175 x244  

Official publication of the Charlotte County  

Computer Group Corporation 

2280 Aaron Street 

Port Charlotte, FL 33952 

www.cccgc.info 

www.cccgc.net 

Charlotte Bytes 

eMail Programs 
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Classes  & Events Calendar 

For more information go 
to www.cccgc.info 

View/download Bytes 

Please be sure to  

register online for 
classes 

 

1

2 3 Libre Office 4 General Meeting 5 Maintenance 6 Back To Basics 7 8
2 to 4 PM 7:15 PM 2 to 4 PM 2 to 4 PM

John Palmer Classes Larry Hurley Dick Evans
5:00PM
6:00 PM

9 10 EaseUs Backup 11 Windows 8.1 12 Photography 13 Back To Basics 14 15
2 to 4 PM 2 to 4 PM 2 to 4 PM 2 to 4 PM

Yvette Pilch Ron Wallis Larry Hurley Dick Evans

16 17 Libre Office 18 Windows 8.1 19 Maintenance 20 Back To Basics 21 22
2 to 4 PM 2 to 4 PM 2 to 4 PM 2 to 4 PM

John Palmer Ron Wallis Ron Wallis Dick Evans

23 24 Windows 8.1 25 Windows 8.1 26 Flash Drives 27 Back To Basics 28
2 to 4 PM 2 to 4 PM Cloud Storage 2 to 4 PM

Yvette Pilch Ron Wallis 2 to 4 PM Dick Evans
Larry Hurley

Board Meeting
6:30 PM

NOTICE Notes:

OFFICE HOURS: 10:00 AM-2:00 PM
All Non Meeting Night Classes will be held in MONDAY -FRIDAY

Our New CCCGC Office. Please sign up for classes ONLINE:
http://www.cccgc.info

February 2014                    CCCGC Events Calendar
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday



PROMOTING COMPUTER LITERACY AND EDUCATION IN CHARLOTTE COUNTY 

The Charlotte County 

Computer Group Corp. 

Is a non-profit 501(c)3 organiza-

tion as classified by the Internal 

Revenue Service. 

Donations, gifts, bequests, lega-

cies, devices and transfers are 
deductible under federal laws. 
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Officers and Board of  

Directors for 2014 

President:   Ron Wallis 

Vice President:  A Yvette Pilch 

Secretary:  Ron Muschong 

Treasurer:   Larry Hurley 

Director:   John Hegard 

Director:  Grover Mudd 

 Director:  Lydia Rist 

Director:  Frank Messina 

 Director:  Mava Graves 

We’re on the Web 
www.cccgc.net 

Microso  joins group seeking to replace passwords      

ComputerWorld 

The FIDO (Fast IDentity Online) Alliance envisions a system where users can interact with 
an online service without surrendering personal details 

By Jeremy Kirk  

December 13, 2013 

IDG News Service - Microsoft has joined the FIDO Alliance, an industry group attempting to 
craft industry standards that reduce reliance on passwords, long regarded as a weak point in 
Web security. 

Launched in July 2012, FIDO, which stands for Fast IDentity Online, is hoping its specifica-
tions for security devices and browser plugins will be widely adopted across the technology 
industry. 

Such efforts depend on voluntary adoption by many companies and organizations. So far, 
those participating in FIDO include heavyweights Google, MasterCard, Lenovo, Infineon, LG 
Electronics and a variety of smaller companies. 

Authentication hardware and software widely varies, with many proprietary clients and pro-
tocols. FIDO hopes that standardizing authentication technologies will lead to better in-
teroperability and innovations in biometrics, PINs (personal identification numbers) and sec-
ondary authentication technologies, according to its website. 

Usernames and passwords underpin most online services but are easy to intercept. Comput-
er security experts have long warned of password weaknesses, such as easy-to-guess ones 
and people who reuse them across multiple services. 

Password replacement technology has a high bar: it needs to be both effective and simple for 
users. 

FIDO envisions a software client that's installed on computers that employ public key cryp-
tography to authenticate users. All major Web browsers will be supported. The initial focus 
will be on securing access through Web browsers to Web applications. The group also plans 
authentication options for Android phones soon and eventually for Windows tablets and 
Apple products. 

When FIDO authentication is used, a user will not need to submit their biometric or per-
sonal information to an online service. 

The FIDO Alliance will eventually submit its protocol to groups dedicated to Web stand-
ards, such as the Internet Engineering Task Force http://www.ietf.org/ or the World Wide 
Web Consortium http://www.w3.org/. 
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Why Using a Public Wi-Fi Network Can Be 
Dangerous, Even When Accessing  

Encrypted Websites   

“Don’t do your online banking or anything sensi ve on a public Wi-Fi 
network.” The advice is out there, but why can using a public Wi-Fi net-
work actually be dangerous? And wouldn’t online banking be secure, as 
it’s encrypted? 

There are a few big problems with using a public Wi-Fi network. The 
open nature of the network allows for snooping, the network could be 
full of compromised machines, or  — most worryingly — the hotspot itself could be malicious. 

Snooping 

Encryption normally helps protect your network traffic from prying eyes. For example, even if your neighbor at home is within 
range of your Wi-Fi network, they can’t see the web pages you’re viewing. This wireless traffic is encrypted between your laptop, 
tablet, or smartphone and your wireless router. It’s encrypted with your Wi-Fi passphrase. 

When you connect to an open Wi-Fi network like one at a coffee shop or airport, the network is generally unencrypted — you 
can tell because you don’t have to enter a passphrase when connecting. Your unencrypted network traffic is then clearly visible to 
everyone in range. People can see what unencrypted web pages you’re visiting, what you’re typing into unencrypted web forms, 
and even see which encrypted websites you’re connected to — so if you’re connected to your bank’s website, they’d know it, 
although they wouldn’t know what you were doing. 

This was illustrated most sensationally with Firesheep, an easy-to-use tool that allows people sitting in coffee shops or on other 
open Wi-Fi networks to snoop on other people’s browsing sessions and hijack them. More advanced tools like Wireshark could 
also be used to capture and analyze traffic. 

Protecting Yourself: If you’re accessing something sensitive on public Wi-Fi, try to do it on an encrypted website. The HTTPS 
Everywhere browser extension can help with this by redirecting you to encrypted pages when available. If you frequently browse 
on public Wi-Fi, you may want to pay for a VPN and browse through it when on public Wi-Fi. Anyone in the local area will only 
be able to see that you’re connected to the VPN, not what you’re doing on it. 

Compromised Devices 

Compromised laptops and other devices may also be 

connected to the local network. When connecting, 

be sure to select the “Public network” Wi-Fi option 

in Windows and not the Home network or Work 

network options. The Public network option locks 

down the connection, ensuring Windows isn’t sharing 

any files or other sensitive data with the machines on 

the local network. Continued on next page 

Char lotte  Bytes  
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It’s also important to be up-to-date on security patches 

and use a firewall like the one built into Windows. Any 

compromised laptops on the local network could try 

to infect you. 

Protecting Yourself: Select the Public network option 

when connecting to public Wi-Fi, keep your computer 

up to date, and leave a firewall enabled. 

Malicious Hotspots 

Most dangerously, the hotspot you connect to itself 
may be malicious. This may be because the business’s 

hotspot was infected, but it may also be because you’re connected to a honeypot network. For example, if you connect to 
“Public Wi-Fi” in a public place, you can’t be entirely sure that the network is actually a legitimate public Wi-FI network and not 
one set up by an attacker in an attempt to trick people into connecting. 

Is it safe to log into your bank’s website on public Wi-Fi? The question is more complicated than it appears. In theory, it should 
be safe because the encryption ensures you’re actually connected to your bank’s website and no one can eavesdrop. 

In practice, there are a variety of attacks that can be performed against you if you were to connect to your bank’s website on 
public Wi-Fi. For example, sslstrip can transparently hijack HTTP connections. When the site redirects to HTTPS, the software 
can convert those links to use a “look-alike HTTP link” or “homograph-similar HTTPS link” — in other words, a domain name 
that looks identical to the actual domain name, but which actually uses different special characters. This can happen transparently, 
allowing a malicious Wi-Fi hotspot to perform a man-in-the-middle attack and intercept secure banking traffic. 

The WiFi Pineapple is an easy-to-use device that would allow attackers to easily set up such attacks. When your laptop attempts 
to automatically connect to a network it remembers, the WiFi Pineapple watches for these requests and responds “Yes, that’s 
me, connect!”. The device is then built with a variety of man-in-the-middle and other attacks it can easily perform. 

Someone clever could set up such a compromised hotspot in an area with high-value targets — for example, in a city’s financial 
district or anywhere people log in to do their banking — and attempt to harvest this personal data. It’s probably uncommon in 
the real world, but is very possible. 

Protecting Yourself: Don’t do online banking or access sensitive data on public Wi-Fi if possible, even if the sites are encrypted 
with HTTPS. A VPN connection would likely protect you, so it’s a worthy investment if you find yourself regularly using public 
Wi-Fi. 

If you use public Wi-Fi connections regularly, you may want to invest in a VPN. As a bonus, a VPN will allow you to bypass any 

filtering and website-blocking in place on the public Wi-Fi network, allowing you to browse whatever you want. 

Image Credit: Jeff Kovacs on Flickr 

Info on SurfEasy on next page. 

Charlotte  Bytes  

 
See us on the Web 

www.cccgc.net 
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SurfEasy Portable Private Browser 

Plug in Privacy 

Carry your own Internet privacy solu on in your pocket! The SurfEasy Private Browser plugs into the USB port of any 
computer to encrypt your Internet connec on. When you pull out the Private Browser, all search history, passwords 
and usernames go with you. Nothing is le  behind on the computer. 

Use it at work to prevent IT from monitoring personal browsing. Plug into shared computers at home and especially 
in public places like libraries, Internet cafés, hotels or airports. 

$69.99 on Amazon, or SurfEasy web site. 
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Wait, Firefox is an Operating System Now? Firefox OS Explained 

 

 

 

Did you know that Mozilla is creating a new operating system built on top 
of Firefox, dubbed Firefox OS? This isn’t an operating system for your com-
puter — Firefox OS is Mozilla’s attempt at a smartphone OS. 

If you keep up on tech news, you’ve probably heard of Firefox OS. If you’re a normal person — or just a busy geek who doesn’t 
read all the tech news — you may not know much about it yet. 

Firefox OS is For Smartphones (and Tablets) 

Mozilla’s Firefox OS is a smartphone operating system. It won’t be available on laptops or desktops any time soon. However, 
Mozilla is planning to release tablets running Firefox OS. 

Firefox OS isn’t something you’ll install on your own devices. Instead, it’s an operating system that will come on new devices — 
you’d pick up a new smartphone or tablet that would run Firefox OS instead of Android, iOS, or Windows. 

Why Mozilla is Creating Firefox OS 

Mozilla is a non-profit organization dedicated to making the web better, unlike other browser manufacturers — Microsoft, 
Google, and Apple — who are for-profit corporations. Mozilla sees Firefox 
OS as important competition in the mobile market. 

Mozilla believes in web-based software on the open web, and wants to re-
place native applications with browser-based ones built on open standards. 
This is more and more the case on desktops and laptops, where people 
spend most of the time in their browser. Whether it’s checking email or 
watching videos, people probably do it in a web browser — and there’s a 
good chance they’re using Firefox to do it. 

However, smartphone and tablet users spend much of their time in native 
apps. These apps must be written specifically for each platform and are gen-
erally distributed in app stores. Apple, Google, and Microsoft all have their 
own ecosystems with their own apps that will only run on certain operating 
systems. 

Mozilla wants to create a mobile operating system based on web standards, bringing first-class web apps to the mobile world and 
fighting back against the new trend towards proprietary ecosystems with their own incompatible apps. 

How Firefox OS is Different 

As you might expect given Firefox OS’s name and Mozilla’s vision, Firefox OS doesn’t run traditional “native” apps. Instead, every 
app on Firefox OS is a web app written in HTML and JavaScript. Much of the code in these apps may run locally, but they’re still 
written in web technologies.        Continued on next page 

Official Publication of the Charlotte County Computer Group Corp. 

PROMOTING COMPUTER LITERACY AND EDUCATION IN CHARLOTTE COUNTY 
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Firefox OS continued 

To accomplish this, Mozilla has added a variety of APIs that allow web apps to interface with hardware features. For example, on 
Firefox OS, the dialer you use to dial numbers is written entirely in HTML and JavaScript. It runs locally, but is implemented with 
web technologies. You could theoretically “view source” on the dialer to view its code, just as you could view a web page’s 
source code. 

Mozilla provides their own app store in the form of the Firefox Marketplace, which is the official source of Firefox OS apps. Mo-
bile carriers can also set up their own Firefox OS app stores. Web apps could also be accessed from outside the store as typical 
websites, of course. 

Mozilla also wants these apps to be portable. For example, Mozilla creates a full-featured version of Firefox for Android. In theo-
ry, you could one day install Firefox for Android and access the Firefox Marketplace to use Firefox OS apps on Android. 

Firefox OS has a lot in common with Chrome OS, Google’s browser-centric OS for laptops. Just as everything ultimately runs in 
Chrome on Chrome OS, everything ultimately runs in Firefox on Firefox OS — even though these apps can run “outside the 
browser” and be installed locally.  http://www.howtogeek.com/164257/forget-chromebooks-chrome-os-is-coming-to-windows/ 

Where Firefox OS is Being Sold 

If you’re in North America or Europe, there’s a good reason you haven’t yet heard of Firefox OS. Mozilla is avoiding these mar-
kets for now and has been selling cheap, low-end Firefox OS phones in more price-sensitive markets. 

The first Firefox OS smartphone is named the ZTE Open, and it has been made available in places like Spain, Latin America, and 
India since July 2013. The ZTE Open sells for about $80 without a contract, as opposed to high-end phones like the iPhone 5s 
that sell for $649 without a contract. Firefox OS phones are just now being launched in other countries throughout Europe, but 
there are no plans to launch phones in North America yet. 

Because Firefox OS is only available on such low-end devices and is so new, it’s unsurprising that it doesn’t offer an amazing ex-
perience. Just as cheap, low-end Android smartphones can be laggy and slow in real-world use, the ZTE Open also doesn’t offer 
particularly amazing performance according to reviewers. Mozilla seems to think it has an opening given Android’s poor perfor-
mance on low-end phones, but Firefox OS also doesn’t seem to have amazing performance and Google is working hard on opti-
mizing Android, most notably with the big memory requirement reduction in Android 4.4 

Don’t hold your breath for Firefox OS. It will be some time before Firefox OS matures and becomes more widely available on a 
variety of devices in more markets. 

Try Firefox OS For Yourself 

If you’re really curious about Firefox OS, you can explore it a bit by installing the Firefox OS Simulator add-on for Firefox on 
your computer. This simulator isn’t perfect, but its goal is to offer a “Firefox OS-like environment that look and feels like a mo-
bile phone,” allowing developers to develop and test apps for Firefox OS. 

If you’re a really crazy geek, you can find Firefox OS builds for the Nexus 4 smartphones online, allowing you to play with it on 
an actual phone. We wouldn’t recommend this at all — people who have tried it report that various hardware features don’t 
work and they’ve encountered a variety of crashes. You’re better off using the simulator. 

Firefox OS was previously known as “Boot to Gecko” or “B2G” because Firefox OS is a minimal Linux-based system that boots 
to a platform based on Gecko, Firefox’s rendering engine. 
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Windows 8...27 Hotkeys Everyone Should Know 
Hoàng Tú November 12, 2012  

Windows 8 is the first version of Windows that focus on touchscreen gestures and 
experiences and still keeps the traditional desktop for non-touch users. This “hybrid” environment causes big problems for users 
with mouse and keyboard. Thankfully, Windows 8 provides you a lot of keyboard shortcuts (hotkeys) to master its new touch 
interface. In this article, I will list some of the most important hotkeys of Windows 8. 

START SCREEN 
The Start screen is the new start menu of Windows 8. If you are using Windows 8, you will likelt want to know how to open the 
Start screen if you ever go away from it. Opening the Start screen from anywhere is as easy as pressing the Windows key on 
your keyboard — the same way you open Start menu in other versions of Windows. 

HOTKEYS RELATED TO CHARMS BAR 
Charms bar is a go-to menu for Windows 8 that pops up at the side of your screen and allows 
you access to many important functions of Win- dows 8. Below are hotkeys that relate to 
Charms bar and related functionality. 
    Windows + C – Open Charm bar   
    Windows + F – Open Search    

    Windows + H – Open Share 

    Windows + K – Open Devices 

    Windows + I – Open Settings 

HOTKEYS FOR SEARCH 

There are three things you can search easily in  
Windows 8 – Apps, Settings and Files. While at 
the Start screen (press Windows key to open Start screen), you can easily 
search by simply typing. By default, it will search your apps; you can change to 
other things by either selecting the option from the Search panel or using the 
hotkeys below. 

    Windows + Q – Search your apps 

    Windows + W – Search settings   

    Windows + F – Search for files 

HOTKEYS TO SWITCH BETWEEN APPS 
In my opinion, switching between Windows Store apps is so hard by using the mouse. These hotkeys below will help you to solve 
this inconvenience. 

    Windows + Tab – Switch between open apps, the desktop, and other open windows 
    Windows + Ctrl + Tab – Snap the app switcher to the left of your screen so that you can choose which app you want using 
your mouse 

    Alt + Tab – Open app switcher, which allows you to preview and switch to other open apps and windows 

    Windows + T – Preview opened windows in the Taskbar 

    Windows + D – Go directly to the desktop from whatever app or window you have open   Next Page 
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HOTKEYS IN WINDOWS STORE 

You can easily navigate Windows Store app 
with these hotkeys. 

    Windows + Q – Search 

    Windows + Z or Menu key (the key usu-
ally is placed between right ALT and Ctrl 
key) – Show app bar 

    Ctrl + plus (+) – Zoom in 

    Ctrl + minus (-) – Zoom out 

HOTKEYS TO ARRANGE WINDOWS 
In Windows 8, you can snap a an app or window to the right or the left of the screen easily with your touch gestures. For desktop 
users, there are hotkeys to perform this action. 

    Windows + Shift + period (.) – Snap a window or app to the left 

    Windows + period (.) – Snap a window or app to the right 

MISCELLANEOUS HOTKEYS 
    Windows + Print Screen (prt sc) – Take a screenshot of your whole screen and then automatically it save as PNG file in Pic-
tures Library 

    Windows + X – Open System Utility menu in bottom-left corner 

    Windows + E – Open Windows Explorer 

    Windows + M – Minimize all apps 

    Windows + L – Lock your Windows 

    Windows + O – Lock device (tablet) orientation 

    Windows + R – Open “Run” dialog 

    Windows + Spacebar – Switch input language 

 

CONCLUSION 
These are the basic hotkeys you should remember to make work or play easier in 
Windows 8. They seem like a lot to memorize but don’t worry, — after using 
them many times, they will gradually become like second nature. Hope you can 
remember all of them! 
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Windows 8.1 Will Start Encrypting Hard Drives By Default:         
Everything You Need to Know 

Windows 8.1 will automatically encrypt the storage on modern Windows PCs. This will help 
protect your files in case someone steals your laptop and tries to get at them, but it has im-
portant ramifications for data recovery. 
Previously, “BitLocker” was available on Professional and Enterprise editions of Windows, while “Device Encryption” was available 
on Windows RT and Windows Phone. Device encryption is included with all editions of Windows 8.1 — and it’s on by default. 

When Your Hard Drive Will Be Encrypted 
Windows 8.1 includes “Pervasive Device Encryption.” This works a bit differently from the standard BitLocker feature that has 
been included in Professional, Enterprise, and Ultimate editions of Windows for the past few versions. 

Before Windows 8.1 automatically enables Device Encryption, the following must be true: 
    The Windows device “must support connected standby and meet the Windows Hardware Certification Kit (HCK) require-
ments for TPM and SecureBoot on ConnectedStandby systems.”  (Source) Older Windows PCs won’t support this feature, while 
new Windows 8.1 devices you pick up will have this feature enabled by default. 
    When Windows 8.1 installs cleanly and the computer is prepared, device encryption is “initialized” on the system drive and 
other internal drives. Windows uses a clear key at this 
point, which is removed later when the recovery key is 
successfully backed up. 
    The PC’s user must log in with a Microsoft account 
with administrator privileges or join the PC to a domain. 
If a Microsoft account is used, a recovery key will be 
backed up to Microsoft’s servers and encryption will be 
enabled. If a domain account is used, a recovery key will 
be backed up to Active Directory Domain Services and 
encryption will be enabled. 
If you have an older Windows computer that you’ve 
upgraded to Windows 8.1, it may not support Device Encryption. If you log in with a local user account, Device Encryption won’t 
be enabled. If you upgrade your Windows 8 device to Windows 8.1, you’ll need to enable device encryption, as it’s off by default 
when upgrading. 

Recovering An Encrypted Hard Drive 
Device encryption means that a thief can’t just pick up your laptop, insert a Linux live CD or Windows installer disc, and boot the 
alternate operating system to view your files without knowing your Windows password. It means that no one can just pull the 
hard drive from your device, connect the hard drive to another computer, and view the files. 
We’ve previously explained that your Windows password doesn’t actually secure your files. With Windows 8.1, average Win-
dows users will finally be protected with encryption by default. 

However, there’s a problem — if you forget your password and are unable to log in, you’d also be unable to recover your files. This is likely why 
encryption is only enabled when a user logs in with a Microsoft account (or connects to a domain). Microsoft holds a recovery key, so you can 
gain access to your files by going through a recovery process. As long as you’re able to authenticate using your Microsoft account credentials — 
for example, by receiving an SMS message on the cell phone number connected to your Microsoft account — you’ll be able to recover your 
encrypted data. 

            Continued on page 15 

 
See us on the Web 

www.cccgc.net 
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Windows 8.1 Encripted Hard Drive    

Conclusion from page 14 

 

 

With Windows 8.1, it’s more important than ever to configure your Microsoft account’s security settings and recovery methods 
so you’ll be able to recover your files if you ever get locked out of your Microsoft account. 

Microsoft does hold the recovery key and would be capable of providing it to law enforcement if it was requested, which is cer-
tainly a legitimate concern in the age of PRISM. However, this encryption still provides protection from thieves picking up your 
hard drive and digging through your personal or business files. If you’re worried about a government or a determined thief who’s 
capable of gaining access to your Microsoft account, you’ll want to encrypt your hard drive with software that doesn’t upload a 
copy of your recovery key to the Internet, such as TrueCrypt. 

How to Disable Device Encryption 
There should be no real reason to disable device encryption. If nothing else, it’s a useful feature that will hopefully protect sensi-
tive data in the real world where people — and even businesses — don’t enable encryption on their own. 
As encryption is only enabled on devices with the appropriate hardware and will be enabled by default, Microsoft has hopefully 
ensured that users won’t see noticeable slow-downs in performance. Encryption adds some overhead, but the overhead can 
hopefully be handled by dedicated hardware. 
If you’d like to enable a different encryption solution or just disable encryption entirely, you can control this yourself. To do so, 
open the PC settings app — swipe in from the right edge of the screen or press Windows Key + C, click the Settings icon, and 
select Change PC settings. 

Navigate to PC and devices -> PC info. At the bottom of the PC info pane, you’ll see a Device Encryption section. Select Turn Off 
if you want to disable device encryption, or select Turn On if you want to enable it — users upgrading from Windows 8 will have 
to enable it manually in this way. 

Note that Device Encryption can’t be disabled on Windows RT devices, such as Microsoft’s Surface RT 
and Surface 2. 
If you don’t see the Device Encryption section in this window, you’re likely using an older device that doesn’t meet the require-
ments and thus doesn’t support Device Encryption. For example, our Windows 8.1 virtual machine doesn’t offer Device Encryp-
tion configuration options. 

This is the new normal for Windows PCs, tablets, and devices in general. Where files on typical PCs were once ripe for easy ac-
cess by thieves, Windows PCs are now encrypted by default and recovery keys are sent to Microsoft’s servers for safe keeping. 
This last part may be a bit creepy, but it’s easy to imagine average users forgetting their passwords — they’d be very upset if they 
lost all their files because they had to reset their passwords. It’s also an improvement over Windows PCs being completely un-
protected by default. 

 

 

 

 

 


